
accidental da m age 
pro tec tion

Protect your
 investment with a

protection
plan for the future!

Full Range of 
protection plans

+ Digital Cameras

+ Lenses

+ Video Cameras

+ Flash/Lighting

STORE INFO
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protection plans include standard coverage  
as well coverage for malfunctions due to  
accidental damage from handling (ADH). This 
includes malfunctions due to liquid damage  
that were the result of an accident.  

Ask your sales associate for the full listing of  
extended warranty options to match your needs.

Products Covered



Total Protection from:

Manufacturers’ warranties don’t cover  
everything and may only last for 90 days.
Protect your valuable investment with an  
Accidental Damage Warranty.

Choose the warranty that’s best for your 
purchase and customize it to your needs.

The protection plan extended warranties  
are available exclusively through  

ProMaster Retailers.

Total Protection from:

+ Manufacturer Defects
+ Impact Damage
+ Sand/Grit Damage
+ Accidental and  
   Unintentional Abuse
+ Mechanical Malfunctions
+ Normal & Abnormal Wear & Tear
+ 2 Free CCD Cleanings for  
   the Life of the Contract (USA Only)

+ Register your contract
+ Arrange for service
+ Check status of your repair
+ Chat live with a representative

This service contract must be 
purchased/registered within 30 days 
from the date the equipment  
is purchased. 

+ Manufacturer Defects
+ Impact Damage
+ Sand/Grit Damage
+ Accidental and  
   Unintentional Abuse
+ Mechanical Malfunctions
+ Normal & Abnormal Wear & Tear
+ 2 Free CCD Cleanings for  
   the Life of the Contract (USA Only)

5 Year Extended Warranty

3 Year Extended Warranty
24/7 Online Support

Note of Purchase

Protect
     Your Purchase

How Do I  
Obtain Service?

Benefits 
of a protection plan
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+ Fully insured
+ Protection for your equipment after the 

manufacturer’s warranty expires
+ Live online chat customer support
+ Knowledgeable and friendly customer service 

with 24/7 support
+ In house repair facility
+ Fully transferable ($20.00 fee)


